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Abstract

As the adoption of grid computing in organizations expands, the need for wise utilization of different types of resource also increases. A volatile resource, such as a desktop computer, is a common type of resource found in grids. However, using efficiently other types of resource, such as space-shared resources, represented by parallel supercomputers and clusters of workstations, is extremely important, since they can provide a great amount of computation power. Using space-shared resources in grids is not straightforward since they require jobs a priori to specify some parameters, such as allocation time and amount of processors. Current solutions (e.g. Grid Resource and Allocation Management (GRAM)) are based on the explicit definition of these parameters by the user. On the other hand, good progress has been made in supporting Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) applications on grids. This is a restricted model of parallelism on which tasks do not communicate among themselves, making recovering from failures a simple matter of reexecuting tasks. As such, there is no need to specify a maximum number of resources, or a period of time that resources must be executing the application, such as required by space-shared resources. Besides, this state of affairs makes leverage from space-shared resources hard for BoT applications running on grid. This paper presents an Explicit Allocation Strategy, in which an adaptor automatically fits grid requests to the resource in order to decrease the turn-around time of the application. We compare it with another strategy described in our previous work, called Transparent Allocation Strategy, in which idle nodes of the space-shared resource are donated to the grid. As we shall see, both strategies provide good results. Moreover, they are complementary in the sense that they fulfill different usage roles. The Transparent Allocation Strategy enables a resource owner to raise its utilization by offering cycles that would otherwise go wasted, while protecting the local workload from increased contention. The Explicit Allocation Strategy, conversely, allows a user to benefit from the accesses she has to space-shared resources in the grid, enabling her natively to submit tasks without having to craft (time, processors) requests.
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1. Introduction

Grid computing has enticed many with the promise to allocate unprecedented amounts of resources to a parallel application, and to make it with lower cost than traditional alternatives (based on parallel supercomputers) [1–4].

However, not all parallel applications are equally suited for execution in grids. Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) is an application model that is especially suitable for execution in grids since it is composed of several uniprocessor tasks that demand no communication during its execution, tolerating network delays and faults. These characteristics facilitate the utilization of volatile resources in the grid, i.e. computational resources that join and leave the grid with no previous notice, have unknown and varying power and may return incorrect results. In order to achieve good performance with this type of resource, an eager scheduler [5–7] can be used. It uses task replication to tolerate computational power variability without relying on resource performance forecasts.
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However, space-shared resources do not match well with the definition of volatile resources, thus making it very hard for a scheduler that expects volatile resources to use space-shared resources. This is unfortunate because space-shared resources (such as parallel supercomputers and clusters of workstations) are among the most powerful resources available in a grid, and could greatly expedite the execution of BoT applications.

Space-shared resources are used through a formal job submission to the resource scheduler specifying the number of processors needed and the amount of time these processors should be allocated to the incoming job. This job submission interface becomes a problem for grid users to execute their loosely coupled applications using space-shared resources. Besides, eager schedulers are not prepared to craft such a request, since they assume that all they have to do is to send a task that may eventually be executed by the resource. The current way to make space-shared resources available to eager schedulers consists of delegating the formal job submission to the user. However, this approach presents important performance and scale limitations considering that a grid may contain many different space-shared resources.

We present in this paper the Explicit Allocation Strategy, which aims to use space-shared resources efficiently in a grid. It uses heuristics automatically to craft formal space-shared requests from grid-brokers’ requests in order to provide resources to grid users. This strategy is related to our previous work on automated strategies for using space-shared resources in grids called the Transparent Allocation Strategy [8]. The goal of this strategy was to use opportunistic computing techniques providing idle resources from space-shared resources to grid users.

It is important to realize that these strategies are complementary, in the sense that they play very different roles within a grid. The Transparent Allocation Strategy enables a resource owner to raise its utilization by offering cycles that would otherwise go wasted, while protecting the local workload from increased contention. Clearly, a job running opportunistically via the Transparent Allocation Strategy has a lower quality of service than a space-shared job (i.e. one which specifies a formal (time, processors) request). Moreover, not all jobs can benefit with the same ease from opportunistic resources. However, such resources can be very useful for BoT applications.

On the other hand, a user of a BoT application may also have access to a number of space-shared resources within the grid, and she might want her job to run faster than “opportunistically”, taking advantage of the better quality of service her formal requests enjoy. However, different space-shared resources have dissimilar characteristics, and she does not want manually to craft requests for each of these resources. She only wants to run her job at the highest speed possible, using whatever space-shared resources she can access, as well as whatever opportunistic resources become available.

The Explicit Allocation Strategy allows her transparently to benefit from space-shared resources she can access, enabling her natively to submit tasks without having to craft resource-specific (time, processors) requests.

Both strategies were implemented in OurGrid [9] and validated using different simulation scenarios. Our analysis concluded that the two strategies are complementary, providing two distinct qualities of service, relying on space-shared resources utilization characteristics and policies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents how a space-shared scheduler works and some issues related to its utilization in grids. Section 3 describes the Transparent Allocation Strategy, whereas Section 4 evaluates the Explicit Allocation Strategy. Section 5 presents a comparison of both strategies and an analysis of using both strategies together. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and future work.

2. Space-shared resources

Space-shared resources, such as distributed-memory parallel supercomputers or clusters of workstations, are high-end machines designed to support the execution of parallel applications, promoting its performance. In this architecture, a parallel application receives a dedicated partition of resources for exclusive utilization. In order to obtain this partition, it is necessary to perform a formal request specifying $p$, the number of processors to be allocated to the application, and $tr$, the time requested for the execution of the application. This request is sent to a space-shared resource scheduler, which manages the space-shared resource and provides the access to a dedicated set of resources.

There are a handful of space-shared resource schedulers currently in production. These include Easy [10], PBS [11], Crono [12] and Maui [13] schedulers. In practice, however, the behavior of such schedulers varies from site to site. Even when the same scheduling software is used, each site configures its own policies, causing the behavior of their schedulers to differ. Therefore, we used a conservative backlog filling approach as a good representative of today’s schedulers and as a scheduler that is accepted as attaining good performance [14,15]. The main idea is that an arriving job is inserted into the first queue hole it fits. If the first job in the queue cannot be executed because there are not enough processors, the scheduler sweeps the queue looking for the first request that (i) can be executed with current available resources (free processors) and (ii) does not delay the start of any job in the queue. Such an approach guarantees predictability, giving an upper-bound to the job completion.

Regarding the utilization of space-shared resources in grids, commonly, request submissions to the grid for resources are not performed manually by users. Instead, discovering grid resources and submitting user’s tasks in such resources is performed by grid schedulers [16] (typically, grid brokers), usually implementing an eager scheduling policy. Currently, examples of grid schedulers include Condor-G [17], Nimrod/G[18], GridWay [19] and MyGrid [20]. These systems perform task scheduling using some heuristic in order to optimize the overall application execution. Due to the variety of space-shared resources in a grid, and the diversity of interfaces provided by each scheduler, it is necessary to use an adaptor
in the grid, which provides a standard interface to the grid user, and converts the request, with the number of processors and time, to the format specified by the chosen scheduler. Grid Resource and Allocation Management (GRAM) [21] is currently the best known implementation of such an approach, owing to the widespread utilization of the Globus Toolkit [22] to build grids.

However, the problem is that in the grid, users of BoT applications do not want to (in some cases, cannot) determine the number of processors and time to be requested. In this case, techniques such as performance models [23] and prediction models [24,25] can be used. However, while the latter does not make possible supplying a precise model for complex applications, the former requires an underlying software structure that is not always available to the prediction software.

Moreover, grid schedulers assume that all they need to do is to send a task to be executed in an available resource. Note also that the grid scheduler should not demand an explicit space-shared request from the user. Typically, a grid may contain many resources unknown to the user and user’s runtime estimates are notoriously bad even when accessing homogeneous and known resources of a single supercomputer [26–29]. Thus, it is inappropriate to ask the user to estimate runtime (a key element of the request) in grid systems, as their resources are heterogeneous and unknown to the grid user.

To overcome such problems, in the next sections, we present two automated strategies to enable grid users to use space-shared resources in their applications. Section 3 presents the Transparent Allocation Strategy and Section 4 presents the Explicit Allocation Strategy.

3. Transparent Allocation Strategy

One of the challenges in grid computing is: “How to convince computing centers with a large amount of machines to donate their resources to a grid infrastructure?”. The main excuses to not join a grid include: security problems, higher management costs, difficulty to manage and also account for resource utilization by grid users, among others. However, the main impact is observed in local users. Typically, users of large computing centers face the problem of sharing high performance resources with other local users. This usually results in delays, in terms of hours, or even days, to obtain the necessary resources. Enabling grid users to allocate these resources can increase even further this delay, resulting in greater discontentment of local users.

Despite the long queue resulting from local users requests, there are usually several fragments representing unused resources, that can be found in the queue. The amount of fragments is highly dependent on resources and requests characteristics. For example, the Horseshoe Bewolf cluster from the Danish Center for Scientific Computing presents an average idleness of 10%, which represents 80 CPU cores [30]. Instead of just losing this amount of computation power, it can be easily donated to the grid, without harming local users. Besides, current grid applications, more specifically BoT applications, do not need the same guarantees of dedicated resources and time, as parallel applications executing in space-shared resources.

The Transparent Allocation Strategy [8] is based on an idle cycles exploitation mechanism, i.e. when the space-shared resource is not fully allocated by local users, all remaining processors are transparently donated to the grid. The strategy prioritizes local users on behalf of grid users in relation to the guarantees for resource exclusive utilization, while simplifying resource access by grid users. This simplified access results from the utilization of space-shared resources as regular volatile ones.

Grid users access processors not in use in the space-shared resource through a grid scheduler, as made for regular volatile resources. The processors are not exclusively allocated to the grid user, i.e. there is no guarantee about the amount of time that the resource will be available to the grid. When a local user request needs to use processors being donated to the grid, the space-shared resource scheduler pre-empts and aborts all grid tasks being executed, in order to complete the local user’s request, and removes the processors from the list of available resources in the grid. The grid scheduler handles this situation as a regular processor fault, and schedules the aborted tasks to other available resources, as usual.

One of the main goals of this strategy is the transparency of grid utilization to local users. Local users are not aware of resources utilization by grid users, since grid users do not perform a formal allocation of resources, and the processors donated to the grid are presented as idle in the space-shared resources scheduler queue. The strategy also does not change how local users use the resources. They still need to allocate resources performing an explicit request specifying the amount of processors \( p \) and time \( tr \) needed. If the local user request needs processors in use by grid users, then the grid tasks are aborted in these processors, and they are removed from the list of available resources, as explained before.

The implementation of the Transparent Allocation Strategy requires a loosely coupled integration between space-shared resource scheduler and grid scheduler. In order to facilitate this integration, both components need to provide open interfaces. The main issues regarding the grid scheduler include: advertising available processors, removing “faulty” processors and aborting grid tasks. In the space-shared resource scheduler side, the main issue is to simplify the access and execution of tasks in the available processors.

One implementation of the Transparent Allocation Strategy is the CronoGuMP [8]. It interacts with the Crono [12] cluster resource manager in order to provide resources to the OurGrid [9] Community, which consists of several universities and research centers from Brazil [9,31]. Fig. 1 presents CronoGuMP. It is connected to Crono in order to identify when there are idle nodes that can be donated to the grid, and when local users want to use local resources, in order to take the resources off the grid. Resources can be in two states: being used by local users (marked with L in the figure) or by grid users (marked with G in the figure). When a resource...
is released (marked with R in the figure), CronoGuMP starts the OurGrid’s agent module, called UserAgent (UA), on each released resource. Once started, the UserAgent contacts the OurGrid Peer to inform their availability, and the Peer makes these resources available to grid users.

When a local user requests resources (marked with A in the figure), CronoGuMP deactivates the UserAgent on each resource being allocated. Once the UserAgent is disabled, the resources are ready to be used. It is not necessary to inform the Peer about the change, as the Peer itself keeps track of grid resources availability. Thus, it will detect the resource loss and will remove it from the resource pool.

Results presented in [8] show that the Transparent Allocation Strategy is particularly useful for applications comprising a large number of short duration tasks to be executed in space-shared resources with medium or low load. Applications composed of medium duration tasks in these resources should experiment with an acceptable turn-around time. For those who need to execute large tasks or need to execute their applications in space-shared resources with a heavy load, another strategy must be applied.

4. Explicit allocation strategy

In this section we present the Explicit Allocation Strategy which implements a different approach from the Transparent Allocation Strategy. The previous strategy provides transparency and priority to local users. However, there are cases where a grid user has access (an account) to several space-shared resources and wants to use these resources at a higher local priority. This strategy’s approach is based on adapting requests from Grid Scheduler to request resources to the space-shared resource scheduler.

Based on the factors presented in Section 2, the main problem in using space-shared resources with eager schedulers in a grid environment is such a detailed request. The choice of the parameters (tr and p) could render great impact in turn-around time [15]. In fact, several research works address the behavior of space-shared resources considering issues related to request area and backfilling [10,14,26,28,32,33] and the great impact that request area could cause in waiting time. On the other hand, a greater area allows more processing to be done. It is, thus, not clear whether one should issue a few large requests or many small ones.

4.1. Requested time issues

In order to specify a good value for tr, we should know the time needed to execute a grid task (a task sent by the grid broker or simply a task). Such a value should prevent us from: (i) crafting useless requests (in which the time is not enough to execute the task completely) or (ii) crafting big requests where significantly larger than needed (it may render long waiting times). This suggests that a way to specify this parameter is to ask the user how much time should be requested for a task (i.e., how much time is needed to execute a task). However, such an approach would be a quite difficult procedure since, in general, users do not have this kind of knowledge about the execution of their applications on every space-shared resource available on the grid.

Therefore, we propose that space-shared resource requests can be adapted by the grid middleware (request adaptor component) which estimates good values for time needed by one task. By adaptation we mean that parameters used to craft the requests can change dynamically such that new requests crafted could be better than old ones.

4.2. Number of processors issues

Coming up with the number of processors is easier than with the requested time, in the sense that a bad value for this parameter does not make impossible the task completion (that is, it does not render requests in which the time is not enough to execute the task completely). Nevertheless, it also impacts on how much faster a request could be processed. This happens because, as we have already mentioned, the execution start time of a space-shared job is directly related to its area (number of processors and amount of time requested); that is, a bigger area is harder to fit into the schedule, and hence tends to wait longer in the queue.

Note that a request for processors from a BoT grid broker can be broken into several independent space-shared requests, each one asking for fewer processors than the total number of needed processors (number of tasks) with no implication on the correct execution of the application. Therefore, each request
can fit into smaller free slots across the schedule and thus its execution can begin earlier. In the limit, one can issue many requests, each asking for a single processor.

However, all sites we know impose limits (via administrative policies) to the number of requests that a user can have in the system at any given moment. The idea seems to preclude “monopolization” of the system. This policy renders the specification of the number of nodes a harder task because we cannot simply submit lots of one-processor requests.

Therefore, when using a grid environment with space-shared resources and eager schedulers, the decision to craft requests must consider the relation between the number of processors needed, and the resource load and number of pending requests allowed in order to improve the turn-around time of the grid application.

4.3. Automatically crafting requests

Based on such a scenario and issues described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we propose an adaptive heuristic to craft the requests. The main goal of this heuristic is to convert a request for NoT processors from grid broker into several space-shared requests for \((p, tr)\) providing a smaller turn-around time to the grid job (the collection of tasks). We intend to achieve such a goal trying to maximize task throughput (that is, the ratio between the number of finished tasks and the requested turn-around time).

**Fig. 2** represents our model. There is a grid broker that receives the grid job from the user. The request adaptor receives the grid broker requirements (number of tasks to run) and tries to provide workers. This is done via a submission of space-shared requests crafted by heuristics. Each worker is a component (one per processor) that at a given moment runs only one task; that is, each processor can run several tasks during the requested time but only one at a given moment. The common use is a daemon that accepts grid broker invocations (e.g. MyGrid’s UserAgent and Condor’s Glide-In [17]).

Users submit their tasks to the grid broker which asks resource providers for processors. The request adaptor is one provider that elaborates space-shared requests \((p, tr)\) and submits it to the resource scheduler queue. In the meantime, the space-shared resource has its local users that are also submitting space-shared requests.

In order to choose the parameters for requests, the request adaptor should obtain some information about the space-shared resource state (e.g. the requests in the queue), space-shared resource scheduler administrative policies (that impose some restrictions to requests) and the grid application. The information the request adaptor must know about the resource is as follows:

1. the maximum allowed number of pending requests that grid broker can have on a space-shared resource scheduler (maxPendingRequests);
2. the maximum allowed number of processors per request (maxProc);
3. the maximum allowed amount of time requested per request (maxTr);
4. the queue state.

The knowledge about grid applications is obtained by observing the execution of tasks; that is, the grid broker or request adaptor does not know anything about the grid job on its submission. As time goes by, it acquires knowledge about the application. The request adaptor saves (i) requested amounts of time, and (ii) whether the requested time of each task was enough for a task completion. Based on this information, the requested time is adapted. It can be enlarged (time was not enough) or shrunk (time was enough) for future requests.

4.3.1. The heuristics

The request adaptor uses heuristics to craft the requests. This section presents two heuristics to make requests: (i) static, a naive solution and (ii) adaptive, which makes requests based on previous task execution and on the state of space-shared resources. They are executed every time the grid broker asks for processors or when a space-shared request finishes.

The **static heuristic** asks for fixed requests of \(nProcs = \frac{\text{numberOfPendingTasks}}{\text{maxPendingRequests}}\) processors and \(tr = \text{maxTr}\) as requested time. Of course, \(nProcs\) should be an integer value (e.g. we cannot ask for 0.5 processor), so we use \([nProcs]\). If the number of tasks is too high (greater than the maximum possible number of processors requested), several new requests can be asked when old ones finish. The complete algorithm of the static heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1.
to ease the analysis of the adaptive heuristic behavior, there is only one space-shared resource available to a grid broker. We used conservative backfilling as an idealized scheduler heuristic, as mentioned in Section 2.

In order to represent the user’s requests from local users, we applied real supercomputer workloads as input for simulations. They are traces of real machines and were obtained from the Parallel Workload archive [34]. We filtered out jobs with missing request times. The workloads used are described in Table 1.

Unfortunately, grid workloads availability is not the same as supercomputer workloads. In fact, grid workloads are not available and the current state of practice utilizes supercomputer workloads as grid workloads. Besides, this is not applicable in the case studied here because these traces do not provide the information necessary (e.g. there is no way to know how many tasks were executed). Therefore, we decided to use a synthetic grid workload, which creates a large set of combinations in order to cover several possibilities. In our model, a job can vary in the number of tasks, task mean execution time, task heterogeneity (1x, 2x, 4x) and submission time. Two jobs are of the same type if they have exactly the same values for the number of tasks, task mean execution time and task heterogeneity. The task heterogeneity of 1x (homogeneous) means that all tasks run in the same time, 2x obeys a uniform distribution U(mean/2, 3mean/2) and 4x is U(mean/4, 7mean/4). Table 2 summarizes the parameters to generate grid jobs, rendering 36 possible combinations for job types. The submission time was a random number that could assume any time in supercomputer trace interval with the same probability.

The value used as the maximum requested time was 64 800 s (the lowest among the greatest values found in supercomputer workloads used). The initial time value to run a task was one hour (3600 s). We have run simulations where the limit for maxPR was 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (the maximum value among sites considered [35]).

Therefore, the number of possible scenarios is: 36 types of job × 6 values for maxPR × 3 workloads of space-shared resources × 2 heuristics (static and adaptive) = 1296. Note that simulations are independent of each other, i.e. to every job there is a new simulation that does not consider previous information (e.g. adapted requested time).

The static heuristic is used as a baseline to adaptive heuristic performance evaluation. Thus, we present results as the speedup of adaptive heuristic over static heuristic; that is, the turn-around time obtained with the static heuristic divided by the turn-around time of the same job obtained with the adaptive heuristic. Thus, values greater than 1 indicate that the adaptive performed better and values smaller than 1 showed otherwise. Each point shown in the graphics is the speedup of the mean value for job execution time for simulations of at least 100 jobs with the same type.\(^1\) Therefore, each point is related to one job type.

\(^1\) The number of simulations was defined in order to provide a confidence level of 95% with an error less than 5% — based on procedure described in [36].
Table 1
Used workloads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Number of processors</th>
<th>Number of requests</th>
<th>Offered load (%)</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDSC SP2</td>
<td>San Diego Supercomputer Center</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>73 496</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>April/1998–December/2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSC</td>
<td>San Diego Supercomputer Center</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>250 440</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>April/2000–December/2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueHorizon</td>
<td>BlueHorizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Possible values for each job parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1xU(mean, mean), 2xU(mean/2, 3mean/2) and 4xU(mean/4, 7mean/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task mean execution time</td>
<td>100, 1000 and 10000 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks per job</td>
<td>100, 1000, 10000 and 100000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Average Speedup of adaptive heuristic over static heuristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Average speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDSC SP2</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSC BlueHorizon</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC SP2</td>
<td>14.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adaptive heuristic obtained better job execution time for most cases. The main difference in the results is due to the change of workloads. Table 3 summarizes the average speedup of adaptive heuristic over static heuristic for each workload.

The graphics in Fig. 3 show the speedup between static and adaptive heuristics for all jobs utilizing the SDSC SP2 workload. From Fig. 3, it is easy to see that the adaptive shows better results in most cases (speedup for most cases is greater than 1). Moreover, the differences between Fig. 3(a) (homogeneous), (b) (heterogeneity 2x) and (c) (heterogeneity 4x) suggest that heterogeneity almost does not impact the results. Results in detail from SDSC BlueHorizon were omitted, since they are very similar to those from SDSC SP2.

Despite the fact that global results are better for adaptive heuristics, adaptive does worse for jobs with long task mean time (10000 s) and few tasks (100 or 1000). Fig. 4 shows the speedup for such cases. These jobs render worse results to adaptive in comparison to static because the first requests issued by the adaptive heuristic cannot finish a task (which is very large); that is, static heuristic crafts “useful” requests (i.e. requests that can run at least a task) before “useful” requests from adaptive heuristic. The adaptive heuristic loses some requests during the process to estimate task runtime before making “useful” requests to a space-shared resource scheduler. It means that the learning process (generate a request, wait in queue, wait for execution, make a new request and repeat such cycle many times before making a good estimate) is longer than the necessary time to requests from the static heuristic finish.

The biggest jobs (100 000 or 100 000 tasks of 1000 s or 10 000 s) present results of quite similar turn-around times (see Fig. 5); the speedup rates are around one. This happens because the needed time to estimate the task time is small in relation to the total job time and the requests crafted by the static heuristic already provide good throughput. Indeed, the requests produced...
by the adaptive heuristic are similar to those of the static one after the learning phase.

Fig. 6 shows the same results for the CTC SP2 workload. As heterogeneity does not render noticeable differences, we decided to present all workloads in only one figure. The adaptive heuristic performance was better in all cases (every point is greater than 1 in Fig. 6). The main difference is that CTC’s load is smaller than that of the SDSC SP2. This implies more opportunities of backfilling to adaptive heuristic requests as they ask for fewer processors while static requests keep going to the end of the queue (they ask the maximum number of processors).

Another fact that to load explains this difference is the impact of the learning cycle performed by adaptive solution. In the cases in which the load is high, the time consumed on each iteration (mainly the waiting in queue) makes the learning process much longer.

In order to reinforce the analysis of load impacts, we artificially increased the CTC SP2 offered load to 78% by multiplying the submission time by a factor of 0.7. The jobs behaved similarly to the SDSC SP2 and SDSC BlueHorizon cases with a mean speedup of 1.83.

5. Strategies comparison

In this section we compare both strategies, analyze the results obtained from the experiments and provide some insights about situations where each strategy is better applied. We also describe a scenario that can benefit from utilization of both strategies.

From the experiments discussed in Section 3 and presented in [8], we can observe that the Transparent Resource Allocation strategy provides a reasonable performance for grid users when the execution time of each task is not large and the space-shared resources have medium to low utilization. It is even possible that long duration tasks could be executed in an acceptable time in space-shared resources with low utilization: what can happen in some periods, such as holidays, weekends and vacations. The main goal here is minimum influence to local utilization.

In spite of loss of performance when executing grid tasks, this strategy is well suited to use in sites where local users need higher priority in resource access, because resources will always be available to such users. We believe that this is acceptable because, commonly, grid users can obtain resources in more than one site, while local users of space-shared resources (typically, running high performance computing applications) usually depend on it efficiently to execute their applications, because, in general, tightly-coupled applications cannot be split efficiently among several sites. As intrusiveness caused by the Transparent Allocation Strategy is almost negligible, this strategy may motivate administrators to donate resources to the grid.

On the other hand, the Transparent Allocation Strategy will generate, to the grid user point of view, more faults, because resources can be pre-empted on behalf of local users any time; thus, the grid application can be aborted at any time, and it adds more costs (related to rescheduling) to the grid user application. However, experiments show that, depending on the characteristics of the application, overheads added by this strategy are acceptable. Moreover, one must remember that these resources would be wasted otherwise. Enabling the grid user to deliver speed-up from them is a definite plus.

Regarding the Explicit Allocation Strategy, experiments presented in Section 4 show that it is a useful strategy to be applied even in long duration tasks or in sites with high
load. Nevertheless, both the Transparent Allocation Strategy and Explicit Allocation Strategy can be used efficiently in sites with low and medium loads. The Explicit Allocation Strategy is a costly strategy, as it should reserve resources to grid users. In such a strategy, grid users are deemed as local users, and therefore must be accepted by the local administrator as such. Therefore, we expect a given user to be able to use the Explicit Allocation Strategy on a smaller number of sites than she can reach via the Transparent Allocation Strategy. The best effort, non-intrusive characteristics of the Transparent Allocation Strategy encourage system administrators to make their resources more widely available. However, the utilization of resources by unknown users (from the grid) can also be a problem to the site administrator due to accounting and security.

Evaluating the intrusion of donating the resources and guarantees given by both strategies, we can distinguish the approximate cost in using the resources that can be applied to the strategies. Resources obtained using the Transparent Allocation Strategy are cheaper, since these resources would go idle otherwise. On the other hand, the cost of resources using the Explicit Allocation Strategy are more expensive, since there is an explicit reservation of resources that could be used by local users that “pay” for this privileged access.

We envisage a mixed utilization of both strategies using an economy model. The decision as to what strategy to use to request resources is based on the cost of the resources and the time available to obtain the results from the application. In this economy model, users need to “pay” for resources access and to specify a policy in which a grid scheduler will scavenge resources. This policy will decide whether the scheduler will minimize the spending, or accelerate execution completion, or even, try to execute the application based on a specific deadline with the minimum cost.

6. Conclusions and future work

Grid computing has been shown as an important tool to both science and industry in order to have access to more computational resources. These resources can be scientific instruments, storage, network bandwidth and processors. Processors used in grids can vary from idle workstations to space-shared resources, such as clusters of workstations or supercomputers.

This work presented the Explicit Allocation Strategy, which consists in deploying a heuristic to make a smart use of space-shared resources, granting to grid users access to an amount of resources as soon as possible. This strategy is a counterpart of our previous work, called the Transparent Allocation Strategy, which consists in donating to the grid resources while they are not in use by any local cluster users, preempting resources from the grid when they are requested by local users.

An important issue concerning the Transparent Allocation Strategy is the efficient fault tolerance support. This issue is critical, since the strategy aborts grid tasks being executed in nodes requested for local utilization. Since we focus on BoT applications, the integrity of the application is not affected when a task is aborted. The aborted tasks are inserted again in the set of tasks to be executed and resubmitted when processors become available. The main drawback of this approach is that the application or grid middleware must take explicit care of these faults.

A new type of resource scheduler, called Site Resource Scheduler (SRS), was introduced in [31]. It represents the site resources in the grid, making them available to higher Grid Schedulers, managing access rights and resources utilization. In such an approach, users ask (one or more) SRS about site capability. Based on the answers from the SRS site, users can divide their jobs among sites, delegating for each site an amount of tasks proportional to the site’s declared capacity. Afterwards, users can probe the status of the application, in order to identify whether the application had already finished or is taking too much time to be completed. By the application completion, the grid user can retrieve results generated by the application.

The Explicit Allocation Strategy can exploit the well-researched area of eager schedulers without modification as the allocation was opportunistic. The results show that it is possible to use the resources and the behavior of the heuristics: (i) the naive, static heuristic and (ii) adaptive heuristic. The adaptive heuristic performs better in most cases. Such a solution was also implemented for OurGrid [9].

In spite of being two different approaches to the same problem, the strategies are actually complementary: it is possible to deploy both techniques, allowing some users to use explicit allocation (due to the fact that those users are local users, or because the user payed to do that, or simply because the grid user already has an account for that space-shared resource), while others can only obtain transparent allocation. In fact, allowing different policies to different users can encourage systems administrators to deploy resources to the grid, increasing grid communities and contributing to the advancement of science. In future work, we intend to explore the economic incentives for site administrators to provide resources for the grid (via either or both strategies), as well as to determine whether and in which conditions we can support tightly coupled applications.
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